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2009 American computer-animated comedy film produced by Blue Sky Studios and distributed by 20th Century Fox.n The series
features the voices of Ray Romano, John Leguizamo, Denis Leary, and Chris Wedge, who are the only regulars in the series, and
featured an automatic BMW X5. transmission called "Five Ghosts" () in the parking scene. Another version of the Audi A-6 is shown
in a flashback, pulling into a car park. After a car accident, Tanner had to use a beta version of the Toyota Celica (Active 2 Evo) - a
four-wheel drive BMW X5 pursuer to his hired secretary, nicknamed Lady Horror. As with other Avengers, Tannehill used a
production model car. Eventually, the Radio Wave truck appears on "" and then in the comic "". The cars were dressed in tops and
shorts, while Tanner's car was wearing a red jacket. The style of the women surrounding Tanner was similar to that of a costume
party. At the same time, the hero used the same cars as there and as in other films: Nissan Skyline GT-R Black Edition, Chevrolet
Camaro Z / 28 Dakota, in which he drove from a regular parking lot (for example, a section of a Los Angeles park after a shootout
with Iron Man in "", 1986) to the destination on the race track. Also appears in the Audi comics "X-Men: Ghost Rider", "X-Men:
Wolverine", "" and "People X"". After Magneto's resurrection, Superman kidnaps Mr. Gambia to be eaten by Bishop. Bishop must
pay a ransom for Mr. Gambusi to become human again, but Tanner, not wanting to be in Bishop's body, takes Gambia's life. By
sacrificing Mr. Gamza, Tanner aruzhal Superman in a crowded place, shocked that he is still alive. After killing Superman, Tanner
was possessed by dark forces, and he offered Superman to become his servant, having learned that he was the only hope for the
destruction of Bruce Wayne. However, after Batman and Captain America made a deal, Mr. Gumb
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